Remember Kate?

Complete the text using the following words.

Montpelier  New England  second  third  feel like  Barre  pretty
granite  kind of  Boston  Bavaria  first  state house  tired of
hometown  quarry  Vermont  grand  crazy about

Remember Kate? She lives in ______________________ (1) which is the biggest city in ______________________ (2). But if you compare it to New York it’s only ______________________ (3) big, not really a big city for the USA. If you _______________ (4) going to an interesting museum and are _______________ (5) looking at boring old stuff, you can go and see the MOBA. Some of the pictures are _______________ (6) funny and they are really bad. Kate likes the museum and she likes eating fried chicken very much. She’s _______________ (7) it. Susie also lives in New England but in another state. It’s called ______________________ (8). The name of her ______________________ (9) is ______________________ (10).

In the _______________ (11) picture you can see the _______________ (12) which is the place where the government meets. It’s in the state’s capital: ______________________ (13). Isn’t it fantastic; a really _______________ (14) building?

In the _______________ (15) picture you can see some beautiful landscape that could also be somewhere in _______________ (16).

The _______________ (17) picture shows a place where stone, especially _______________ (18) is cut out of a mountain. A place like that is called a _______________ (19).